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New York
Gallerists ELI PING and
FRANCES PERKINS talk
about their program
Your program seems to foster mainly New York–
based emerging artists. Do you conceive the gallery
also as the pivot of an artistic community?
Community is one of the gallery’s essential functions. The gallery’s community
is largely shaped by New York–based relationships. We’re indeed interested in dealing
with what is in front of us while not limiting
ourselves by any kind of provincialism.
Is the diversification of the program among
your concerns? How do you try to overcome the
traditional format of the solo show?
The solo show format is as useful as any
other. We’ve done shows that operate outside
the logic of the traditional exhibition format.
Our primary concern is staging challenging
exhibitions.
Can you discuss the most resonant shows in
the gallery’s history?
We tend to show work that is self-analytic,
in the sense that it asks questions about the
terms of its creation and existence in relation
to the exhibition space. The shows we did
with Maximilian Schubert and Rochelle Goldberg reflect that sensibility.
Often the inquiry extends to social phenomena: Ben Morgan-Cleveland presented a
stack of dust-impregnated burlap rugs bearing the impression of tons of industrial traffic; Steinman and Tear did a single-channel
video that was a photo montage of a twoyear-old playing in the gallery; Rose Marcus
adhered street-advertising-scale photographs
of the crowd at an opening to the walls of
the gallery. In the space right now is a show
by Dena Yago, which includes an element
of advocacy for the Coalition to Ban HorseDrawn Carriages.
Can you share a preview of the gallery’s
future?
In July we’re working with Lucie Fontaine
on a show called “Soft Shock.” The title refers
to the economic measures taken under the
Nixon administration that established the
current system of free-floating currency. The
works in the show and the show itself will
deal with notions of virtual currency, abstract
value and different forms of speculation.

Alex Da Corte, “A Night in Hell,” installation view at Carl Kostyál, Stockholm (2014);
photography by Carl Henrik Tillberg

London/Stockholm
Art entrepreneur and
collector CARL KOSTYÁL
speaks to Nicola Trezzi
You opened a space in London in 2010 with a solo
show by the then-unknown artist Helen Marten.
After three years you opened a second space in
Stockholm and finally created a website. Have
your activities as collector and dealer changed?
I have always gotten involved with artists
early. Then the urge to show has gradually
taken over — first in London when Helen’s

talent was too obvious to ignore, then with
even more ambitious shows by Alex Israel
and Alex Da Corte in a larger space in Stockholm, run by a dozen very talented local artists, and thankfully very well attended by a
very switched-on young Stockholm crowd.
I have so far tried to resist and hope to continue to resist the tedium: sitting and selling art in conference centers, websites, etc.
Nicola, you and I were both brought up in
the Milanese hinterland: we are easily bored!
What makes you decide to collaborate with
artists? How do you define your relationship to art?
I will just continue cooking up things
with artists when there is a bit of fun to be
had; there will always be others that are better
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at empire building. My relationship to art?
Not sure, but Quintilian once said: “Docti rationem artis intelligunt, indocti voluptatem”
[the learned understand the principles of art,
the unlearned feel its pleasure].
In July young Hungarian painter Gergő Szinyova is coming to do a residency in Stockholm.
Tell me about this project.
I am of Hungarian origin, and I’m involved in trying to stimulate the Budapest
art scene. I am part of the Tate acquisitions
committee where we have been studying and
acquiring the older generation of Hungarian
artists, and I want to try to help some of the
younger guys like Gergő as well.

Biel/Bienne
CHRIS SHARP and
GIANNI JETZER discuss
with Michele D’Aurizio
their edition of the SWISS
SCULPTURE EXHIBITION
Since the early ’50s, the town of Biel/Bienne has
hosted eleven editions of the Swiss Sculpture Exhibition, exploring the language of sculpture in
public space. Your concept for the 12th edition,
entitled “Le Mouvement,” departs from the tradition of the exhibition and focuses on the human
body as a living sculpture and on performance

in the urban environment. Can you share some
of the thoughts behind your curatorial decision?
Finding the tradition of public sculpture
inherently problematic, by virtue of how it
imposes upon and determines a function
of public space, we decided to focus on the
nature of public space itself and the single,
fluid element most integral to its composition, without which it cannot be said to exist:
the human body. What is more, the human
body in its most pedestrian, quotidian form,
so as to explore the respective — and to a
certain degree reciprocally constitutive —
materialities of the two. To what extent do
the codes that implicitly govern public space
delineate the human body and vice versa, and
how can they be elaborated, challenged and
expanded upon?
The exhibition is structured in three parts.
While the first two parts, which are set in the
public space, turn the town into a dynamic and
performative context, the third and last one is a
proper museum survey, taking place at the Kunsthaus CentrePasquArt. Will the museum reflect
the urban environment?
The third movement is more of a historical survey, featuring documentation of
historical as well as contemporary work,
which seeks to contextualize the first two
movements. Although all three movements
open three different dates, they will all be
simultaneously running on the weekend of
August 30 and 31. As such it will be possible
to comprehensively consider the numerous
issues at stake in the “Le Mouvement.”

Willi Dorner, Bodies in Urban Spaces (2010);
courtesy of the Swiss Sculpture Exhibition, Biel/Bienne

The 12th Swiss Sculpture Exhibition “Le
Mouvement – Performing the City” takes
place in three parts: “Sculptures on the Move”
on July 4 and 5, 2104; “Performing the City”
from August 26 to 31, 2014; and “The City
Performed” at the Kunsthaus CentrePasquArt
from August 30 to November 2, 2014.

Jerusalem
Israeli-Palestinian artist
and academic DOR
GUEZ explains to Nicola
Trezzi the premises of the
CHRISTIAN PALESTINIAN
ARCHIVE
You founded the Christian Palestinian Archive
(CPA), which is related to your cultural heritage.
How did you start?
In 2009 I started writing my doctorate
entitled “Pre-Israeli Orientalist-Style Photographs,” which focuses on Zionist archives.
While conducting my research I also founded the CPA as a part of my artistic practice.
I started with my own family photo albums,
and today it includes thousands of scans of
archival documents from the first half of the
20th century, documenting personal histories of the Christian Palestinian community
worldwide. The project emphasizes the importance of representations of images in two
parallel practices: aesthetic and historic. The
first is the arrangement of the ingredients in
the scanned material, the visual content of the
image. The second is the material qualities of
the original photograph — its surface.
Tell me about the open calls you do in various
cities around the world.
Over the past six years the CPA has been
built by individuals. Families from the Palestinian diaspora send images from their family
archives on a daily basis. The open call is part
of this process. For example, last year the archive visited London, hosted by the al-Qattan
foundation, São Paulo, hosted by Videobrasil,
and Berlin, hosted by the Berlin Biennale.
You were just appointed head of the photography department at the Bezalel Academy of Arts
and Design in Jerusalem. Are you going to include
the archive in your program?
My appointment marks a commitment to
exploring the cultural and political context of
the Middle East, emphasizing the context in
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